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Here is John and Jenny too.
They want to play a game with you.
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In school, John and Jenny learn together
all about the outside weather.

The weather is about the air,
and heat, cold and water out there.
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Sunny, windy, rainy, snow.
These are weather words we know.

God made weather for all that grows.

People watch weather when
choosing clothes.
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Now it’s time to play our game.

Find the clothes and say their name.
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Choose what’s best for them to wear

in the weather they are having there.
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Rain is pouring from the sky!

What will keep Jenny dry?

Choose what is best for her to wear
 on a wet and rainy day.
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John sees snow falling down,
softly, softly to the ground.

What will he wear to keep him warm?

Choose what is best for John to wear
 on a cold and snowy day.
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The hot, shining sun makes Jenny say,

“Pick clothes that keep me cool today!”

Choose what is best for Jenny to wear to keep 
her cool on a hot and sunny day.
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John says, “The weather is windy now,
Pick clothes for me if you know how!”

Choose what is best for John 
to wear on a very windy day.
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And now our little game is done,
John and Jenny hope you had fun.

Before we go 
let’s thank God together,

for our earth and sky
and all kinds of weather!
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John and Jenny won’t forget
the most important

thing to wear.

No matter the day. 
No matter the weather.

They choose
the Armour of God

to do battle and live in victory.
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Clothing Words

blouse - blouzi   pullover - sweta
boots - buti    shirt - shati
coat - koti   shorts - kaptura
dress - rinda, gauni  slippers - slipas
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trousers - suruali  t-shirt - t-shati
scarf - skaf   umbrella - mwavuli
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Weather Words

cold - baridi 
hot - moto
rain -mvua 
snow - theluji
sun - jua
wet - unyevu
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